Overview: Which Specialty Ladder is Right for Your Installation?

1. **Retracta Ladder®**: extends 7” from wall when down—retracts to 2-3/4”. Need only 3-5/8” clearance between car and the wall/beam. Also have a version for use in the overhead to reach overhead machines (the Overhead Retracta Ladder®).

2. **Extended Retracta Ladder® and Extra Extended Retracta Ladder®** extend 18” or 24” from wall, retracts to 3-3/4”. Need 4-5/8” clearance. For center-opening cars or when the door unlocking device is too far from the ladder or you can’t put the ladder on the strike side. Safe reach to a ladder as much as 30” away with the Pull Pin Pole™.

3. **The Powered Retracta Ladder®**: a powered product that extends a full 36” from the wall. Retracts to 6-1/2”, so need at least 7-1/2” of clearance. Since it’s powered, safe reach to a ladder over 30” away is not an issue. Used with larger elevators with wide platform center-opening doors or when you can’t put the ladder on the strike side.

4. **The Adjusta Ladder™**: our version of the standard pit ladder. Non-retractable but adjustable to increase safety by enabling the maximum distance between the rung and the wall from code minimum 4-1/2” to OSHA prescribed 7”. Need at least 6-3/8” clearance between car/platform and the hoistway wall for this ladder.
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